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Abstract Plasmonic color filters employing a single optically-thick nanostructured metal layer 
have recently generated considerable interest as an alternative to colorant-based color filtering 
technologies, due to their reliability, ease of fabrication, high color tunability. However, their 
relatively low transmission efficiency (~30%) is an important challenge that needs to be 
addressed for practical applications. The present work reports, for the first time, a novel 
plasmonic subtractive color filtering scheme that exploits the counter-intuitive phenomenon of 
extraordinary low transmission (ELT) through an ultrathin nanostructured metal film. This 
approach relies on a fundamentally different color filtering mechanism than that of exsiting 
plasmonic additive color filters, and achieves unusually high transmission efficiencies of 60~70% 
for simple architectures. Furthermore, owing to short-range interactions of surface plasmon 
polaritons at ELT resonances, our design offers high spatial resolution color filtering with 
compact pixel size close to the optical diffraction limit (~λ/2), creating solid applications ranging 
from imaging sensors to color displays.  
 
          Color filters are vital components for digital photography, projectors, displays, image 
sensors and other optical measurement instrumentation. Traditional on-chip color filters that 
employ organic dyes or chemical pigments are vulnerable to processing chemicals, and suffer 
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from performance degradation under long-duration ultraviolet irradiation or at high temperatures. 
Furthermore, highly-accurate lithographic alignment techniques are required to pattern each type 
of pixel over a large area, increasing fabrication difficulty and cost [1-3]. One promising 
approach to overcome these challenges is the use of plasmonic color filters [1-10]. For instance, 
a single optically-thick metal layer perforated with periodic subwavelength hole arrays can 
exhibit the well-known extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) phenomenon [11-13], which 
has been extensively studied for color filtering over the past decade. These plasmonic additive 
color filters (ACFs) block the whole visible spectrum except for selective transmission bands 
that are associated with the excitation of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) [1,2,5-13]. These 
EOT transmission bands can be spectrally tuned throughout the entire visible spectrum by simply 
adjusting geometric parameters, such as the periodicity, shape and size of the holes, leading to 
the wide color tunability. Single-layer metal nanostructures also have advantages over colorant-
based materials due to their ease of fabrication and device integration, and greater reliability 
under high temperature, humidity and long-term radiation exposure [1,6-8]. In spite of these 
significant advantages, the low transmission efficiency of hole-array plasmonic ACFs (~30% at 
visible wavelengths) remains as a bottleneck that limits their commercial applications [7]. 
Recently, peak transmission efficiencies of 40~50% were achieved in the state-of-art hole-array 
plasmonic ACFs by matching the refractive indices of media on both sides of the metal film [1], 
which, however, is still far below that for commercial image sensors (~80%, FUJIFILM 
Electronic materials U.S.A., Inc.). Plasmonic ACFs formed by metal-insulator-metal (MIM) or 
metal-dielectric (MD) waveguide nanoresonators have recently achieved high transmission 
efficiencies of 50~80% [2,9,10]. Nevertheless, these complex multilayer designs are not suitable 
for cost-effective nanofabrication and device integration. In this context, it is highly desirable to 
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design novel plasmonic color filters with both high transmission efficiency and simple 
architectures.  
            The present work explores the counter-intuitive extraordinary low transmission (ELT) 
phenomenon [14-20], and report a novel approach to achieving plasmonic subtractive color 
filters (SCFs) with unusually high transmission of 60~70% in a single ultrathin (30nm) metal 
film patterned with one dimensional (1D) nanogratings. The transmission minima of plasmonic 
SCFs, corresponding to the ELT resonances, can be tuned to specific frequencies across the 
entire visible region by simply varying the period of nanogratings. In this subtractive color 
filtering scheme, specific colors (i.e. cyan, magenta, and yellow, CMY) are generated by 
removing their complementary components (i.e. red, green, and blue, RGB) from the visible 
spectrum. Due to their broad passbands with twice the photon throughput of narrowband RGB 
ACFs, CMY SCFs have the major advantages of higher quantum efficiency and stronger spectral 
response, and have been successfully used in image sensors for years [21-23]. Unfortunately, 
highly efficient plasmonic SCFs were not possible using exsiting techniques and have not been 
previously realized. The present work exploits recent advances in thin-film plasmonic 
nanostructures, and achieves for the first time, plasmonic SCFs with high transmission efficiency 
close to that for commercial image sensors. Moreover, owing to short-range interactions of SPPs 
between nearest-neighbor nanostructures in the ELT resonance, the plasmonic SCFs can 
efficiently filter colors with only a few (even two) nanoslits, yielding ultracompact pixel sizes 
close to the optical diffraction limit (~λ/2, i.e. 200~350nm) that determines the highest possible 
optical resolution [3,24]. Therefore, plasmonic SCFs are capable of generating even smaller 
pixel sizes than the smallest pixels achieved today in commercial image sensors (1.12×1.12µm2, 
Sony Corp.). Finally, the color filtering functions of plasmonic SCFs are polarization-dependent, 
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which can either filter transverse-magnetic (TM) polarized illumination, or function as highly 
transparent windows under transverse-electric (TE) polarization. These unique properties make 
the ultrathin plasmonic SCFs highly attractive for high-definition transparent displays [25,26].  
Results   
Ultrathin plasmonic subtractive color filters basd on Extraordinary Low Transmission                                      
Figure 1 (a) is a photograph of a 30nm-thick Ag film deposited on a standard microscope glass 
slide. The background pattern can be clearly seen through the semi-transparent Ag film. The Ag 
film thickness was determined to be 29.8nm, and its measured optical constants are noticeably 
different from those of an optically thick (350nm) Ag film (Supplementary Figure S1). A 
schematic diagram of the proposed ultrathin plasmonic SCFs is shown in Figure 1 (b), where 1D 
nanogratings with different periods are patterned on the 30nm-thick Ag film. For normally 
incident light polarized along the x-direction (TM polarization), the two single-interface 
(air/metal and metal/glass interfaces) SPPs couple to form strongly damped short-range SPPs 
(SRSPPs) in this asymmetric geometry [14-20]. The absorption and reflection is enhanced at the 
SRSPP resonance wavelength [20], leading to a transmission dip, which is the complement of the 
well-known EOT phenomena that exhibits enhanced transmission peak at the resonance 
wavelength [11-13]. Consequently, arbitrary colors may be subtracted from broadband white 
light by simply varying the period of nanopatterns on the ultrathin metal film to tune the SRSPP 
resonance wavelength. Details of the physical mechanisms will be discussed later. The key 
features of such designs, which contain only a single nanopatterned ultrathin metal layer, are 
their simple design rules, ease of fabrication, and scalable throughput by means of large-area 
nanofabrication methods, such as nanoimprint lithography or optical interference lithography 
[27-29]. For a proof-of-principle experiment, nanogratings with different periods were fabricated 
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using focus ion beam milling. The right column in Figure 1 (c) shows scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) images of the fabricated nanogratings with three different periods (230nm, 
270nm and 350nm). The duty cycle of the nanogratings is set as 0.5. Figure 1 (c) presents 
measured transmission spectra of the cyan (P=350nm), magenta (P=270nm) and yellow 
(P=230nm) plasmonic SCFs (Supplementary Figure S2), with transmission dips that are 
positioned in red, green, and blue spectral regions, respectively. Note that the observed absolute 
transmission peaks, 60~70% in the visible region, represent an unusually high transmission 
efficiency for such structures [1,2,6-13]. The full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 
stopbands is about 100 nm for yellow and cyan SCFs, and 160nm for magenta SCFs, which are 
comparable to the passband bandwidth reported for state-of-art plasmonic ACFs [1,2].  
          In order to achieve a full palette of subtractive colors that spans the entire visible region, 
we have continuously varied the period of nanogratings from 220nm to 360nm, in 10nm 
increment. All the fabricated nanogratings have the same dimensions of 10×10µm2. Figure 2 (a) 
shows the corresponding optical microscope images (from yellow to cyan) of fifteen square-
shaped plasmonic SCFs illuminated by TM-polarized white light (Supplementary Figure S2). At 
the same time, these nanostructures strongly transmit TE-polarized light (Supplementary Figure 
S3), which distinctly contrasts with that of previous plasmonic ACFs or wire-grid polarizers 
[2,30]. The polarization-dependent of color filtering effects in plasmonic SCFs arise from the 
polarization-dependent excitation of SRSPPs in 1D nanogratings. This unique feature indicates 
that the proposed plasmonic SCFs can function as SCFs or highly transparent windows under 
different polarization states, which has potential applications in transparent displays [25,26]. 
Figure 2 (b) presents transmission spectra of the plasmonic SCFs shown in Figure 2 (a), with the 
spectra exhibiting dips that are tuned across the visible spectrum by varying the period from 
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220nm to 360nm. Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) numerical simulations (Fig. 2 (b), i) 
agree reasonably well with the experimental results (Fig. 2 (b), ii). The trend lines (black dashed 
lines) approximate the variation of transmission dips from 470nm to 620nm as the periods vary 
from 220nm to 360nm. The transmission dips, which correspond to SRSPP resonance 
wavelengths, are further illustrated in Figure 2 (c), showing a nearly linear relation between the 
resonance wavelengths and periods of nanogratings. It is highly advantageous that arbitrary 
subtractive colors can be obtained by simply varying the period of nanogratings in the proposed 
plasmonic SCFs, which could extend the operating range of conventional colorant color filters 
that do not scale well to more than three spectral bands, making them especially attractive for 
multispectral imaging applications [5]. 
           To understand the physical mechanisms more clearly, we model the optical properties of 
plasmonic SCFs by FDTD numerical simulation. 2D maps of the calculated transmission and 
absorption for 30nm-thick Ag nanogratings are shown in Figure 3 (a) and (b), respectively, as a 
function of the incident wavelength and grating period. The duty cycle of nanogratings is also set 
as 0.5. Figure 3 (a) clearly shows a broad transmission minimum associated with SRSPPs, whose 
resonance wavelength varies continuously from 400nm to 650nm in wavelength as the period 
increases from 100nm to 400nm. A narrow transmission peak attributed to Rayleigh-Wood 
anomaly at the Ag/glass interface (indicated by the black solid line) ranges from 300nm to 
almost 600nm in wavelength as the grating period increases from 200nm to 400nm [31]. The 
black dashed line in Figure 3 (a) depicts the character of Rayleigh-Wood anomaly at the air/Ag 
interface, which matches well with the transmission peak in the ultraviolet region (300~400nm). 
Both enhanced optical reflection introduced by re-radiation of the SRSPP mode and absorption 
in the nanopatterned ultrathin Ag film play an important role in suppressing transmission at the 
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resonance wavelength. The dispersion characteristics in Figure 3 (a) and (b) show that the 
transmission minimum is primarily due to enhanced reflection for larger periods and to 
absorption in the Ag nanograting for periods less than 250nm. The white solid and dash-dotted 
curves in Figure 3 (a) and (b) represent analytical dispersion relations for the lowest and higher 
orders SRSPP modes, respectively, in good agreement with the optical transmission dips in 
Figure 3 (a) and absorption peaks in Figure 3 (b) obtained by FDTD numerical simulation. 
             In Figure 3 (c), the cyan and black solid curves are the measured transmission spectra 
under TM-polarized illumination through 30nm-thick Ag films with and without nanogratings of 
period P=340nm, respectively. An obvious transmission dip is centered at a wavelength of 
610nm, which agrees well with the numerical results represented by cyan dashed curves. The 
intriguing ELT phenomenon is clearly observed: the optical transmission through the ultrathin 
Ag film patterned with nanogratings (cyan solid or dashed curves) is lower than that through the 
solid Ag film without nanogratings (black solid or dashed curves) over a broad spectral range 
(gray region), even though 50% Ag is removed in the nanogratings compared to the unpatterned 
Ag film. It should be noted that the minimum transmission is zero in the simulation, indicating 
that the incident light could be completely blocked by the ultrathin nanogratings at the resonance 
wavelength. The difference between the experimental and numerical results can be attributed to 
the nonparallel incident light employed in the optical measurement, nanofabrication errors and 
surface roughness, which are not considered completely in numerical simulations. To further 
characterize SRSPP modes at the resonance wavelength, we calculate the Ez vector distribution 
at the air/Ag and glass/Ag interfaces for nanogratings (P=340nm) at the wavelength of 610nm 
(indicated by the red-cross in Figure 3 (a)), and plot the results in Figure 3 (d). The 
antisymmetric Ez field patterns correspond to a symmetric surface charge distribution 
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(Supplementary Figure S4), demonstrating that the resonant electromagnetic modes are SRSPPs 
[32]. Additional simulations reveal that the electromagnetic modes in a relatively broad spectral 
region close to the transmission dip have similar field distributions. Consequently, it is the 
SRSPP modes excited in the ultrathin Ag nanogratings that cause the ELT phenomenon.  
High-resolution plasmonic subtractive color filtering and applications 
Next, we investigate the functional relationship between color filtering and the feature size of 
plasmonic SCFs, and attempt to determine the smallest possible pixel size for imaging 
applications. Figure 4 (a) shows cyan and magenta plasmonic SCF arrays consisting of 2, 4, 6, 8 
and 10 nanoslits with the same length of 15 µm. The nanoslit periods for the cyan and magenta 
SCFs are 350nm and 270nm, respectively. The duty cycle is set as 0.5, as before. Surprisingly, 
SCF arrays with only two nanoslits can still exhibit distinct cyan (ii) or magenta (iii) colors, 
indicating that the ultra-compact architectures are feasible. Here, the nanoscale dimensions 
(525nm and 405nm for the cyan and magenta filters with two nanoslits, respectively) are close to 
the diffraction limit of visible light (λ/2, 200~350nm) [3,24]. Moreover, as shown in Figure 4 (b), 
the color filtering effect of cyan and magenta plasmonic SCFs with a few nanoslits can be 
potentially maintained even though the length of nanoslits is decreased to 300nm (Supplementary 
Figure S5). This interesting behavior can be understood in terms of the strong confinement 
properties of SRSPP modes [14-20,32]. Most of the electric field of SRSPPs is concentrated in 
the metal film, resulting in strong Ohmic losses and short propagation distances that are less than 
1µm at visible wavelengths [16]. The short propagation distance of SRSPPs makes interactions 
between nanostructures that are not nearest neighbors much weaker than those for EOT 
phenomenon, where SPPs excited at each nanoslit (or nanohole) strongly interfered with 
numerous nearby nanoslits (or nanoholes) [11-13]. Therefore, the multiple repeat units that are 
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commonly employed in plasmonic ACFs based on EOT theory are not required in plasmonic 
SCFs due to short-range interactions of SRSPPs. Note that a unique feature of the plasmonic 
SCFs is their ability to perform color filtering on the nanometer scale, with much simpler and six 
times thinner structures than that of previous multilayered designs [2].  
            In addition, Figure 4 (c) shows a 2×2 array of plasmonic SCFs designed to investigate the 
effect of spatial crosstalk on transmitted colors between adjacent structures. A color filter mosaic 
was fabricated consisting of four different square-shaped (10×10µm2) plasmonic SCFs with zero 
separation, in which four SCFs are composed of nanogratings with different periods (P1=220nm, 
P2=260nm, P3=290nm, and P4=350nm), as shown in the top panel of Figure 4 (c). The optical 
microscope image of the color filter mosaic under TM-polarized white light is shown in the 
bottom panel of Figure 4 (c). Four distinct subtractive colors can be clearly resolved even at the 
center corner or boundaries of adjacent filters, indicating that the proposed plasmonic SCFs can 
be applied to high-resolution color filter arrays (CFAs) widely used in imaging sensors or color 
displays [21-23,33]. The image blurring at boundaries arises from effects of light diffraction and 
the limited optical resolution of the microscope.  
            Spectral imaging combines two methodologies, spectroscopy and imaging, for 
applications ranging from biological studies to remote sensing. However, this technique typically 
employs bulky filters or interferometers (with multispectral bands) combined with scanning to 
acquire a complete spectrum at each pixel [23], since conventional miniature CFAs are limited to 
three spectral bands (i.e. RGB or CMY) [2]. In order to enable direct recording of spectral image 
data in a single exposure without scanning, the plasmonic photon sorters (with limited 
transmission efficiency 1.5~15% [5]) and ultra-compact plasmonic spectroscope (composed of 
complex MIM nano-resonators [2]) were proposed for achieving miniature CFAs with 
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multispectral bands due to their wide color tunability. We also design a plasmonic subtractive 
spectroscope simply formed by plasmonic SCFs arrays. Figure 5 (a) shows a SEM image of the 
fabricated device consisting of ultrathin nanogratings with periods gradually changing from 
220nm to 360nm in increments of 1nm and a fixed linewidth of 110nm. When illuminated with 
TM-polarized white light, the structure becomes a rainbow stripe of continuous subtractive 
colors, as shown in Figure 5 (b). The miniature plasmonic subtractive spectroscope can split the 
entire visible spectrum into component colors within a distance of a few micrometers, which are 
orders of magnitude smaller than the conventional prism- or grating-based devices for 
multispectral imaging [23]. Moreover, the plasmonic subtractive spectroscope has a much higher 
transmission efficiency (60~70%), a simple scheme consisting of a single nanopatterned ultrathin 
metal film, and is five to ten times thinner than that of previous designs [2,5].  
            Next, we demonstrate the potential of plasmonic SCFs for transparent displaying [25,26]. 
Figure 5 (c,i) shows an optical microscope image of a magenta character ‘L’ in a cyan 
background, formed when nanopatterns are illuminated with TM-polarized white light. The letter 
‘L’ is constructed by nanogratings with a period of P=270nm, and the background by 
nanogratings with a period of P=350nm (Supplementary Figure S6). Two distinct colors can be 
clearly preserved even at the sharp corners and boundaries of two different patterns, indicating 
the high-resolution color filtering capability. On the other hand, for TE polarization, the same 
structure becomes a transparent window with high transmission, through which we can clearly 
observe a background object with its detailed features, as shown in Figure 5 (c,ii). This is quite 
different from that of the plasmonic nanoresonators ACFs, for which the TE-polarized incident 
light is totally blocked [2]. Therefore, the ultrathin plasmonic SCFs can function as color filters 
as an alternative to conventional colorant CFs or plasmonic ACFs, or act as a highly transparent 
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window under illumination with a different polarization, offering a new approach for high-
definition transparent displays through actively controlling the polarization of incident light at 
each color pixel.  
Discussion 
In solid-state CMOS and CCD image sensor technologies, the main method of implementing 
color imaging is to insert color filters in the optical path. The conventional colorant color filters 
suffer from several drawbacks as mentioned before. An alternative method is to use plasmonic 
ACFs formed by periodic nanohole arrays patterned on a single optically-thick metal film. This 
technique produces the required color filters in a single metal layer, which reduce both cost and 
color cross-talk. And such plasmonic ACFs can be easily integrated in the lower metal layers that 
are close to photodiodes [34,35]. However, the low transmission efficiency of hole-array 
plasmonic ACFs restricts their commercial applications for image sensors. On the other hand, 
image sensors have employed SCFs instead of ACFs to improve the quantum efficiency and 
spectral response, because SCFs have superior light transmission characteristics [21,22]. 
Therefore, the proposed plasmonic SCFs with high transmission, simple designs and ultra-
compact pixel sizes could be a great alternative to colorant color filters and plasmonic ACFs. 
             In addition, picture quality and color richness are the most important considerations in 
color displays. Standard computer monitors and television displays are typically formed by 
reproduction of three primary RGB colors. Since the natural objects are more colorful than the 
current displays, there is an urgent need to produce wider color gamut in order to reproduce the 
original colors with high fidelity [33]. Therefore, displays with multi-colors (more than RGB) 
have already been developed to widen the reproducible color gamut [33]. The plasmonic SCFs 
could be employed, in combination with plasmonic ACFs [36], to establish sufficient coverage 
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of a desired color gamut due to their wide color tunability. These plasmonic color filters could 
provide color pixels with dimensions of only several micrometers, or less, which are much 
smaller than the resolution limit of human eyes (~80μm at a 35 mm distance) [37]. Furthermore, 
the longitudinal thickness of plasmonic color filters is 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller than that 
of colorant ones, which would be useful in the design of ultrathin display panels [2]. Finally, the 
unique polarization-dependent feature of the proposed plasmonic SCFs, working as either color 
filters under TM polarization or highly-transparent windows under TE polarization, is attractive 
for developing high-definition transparent displays. 
            It is also worth noting that fabrication challenges remain, since large grain sizes and 
surface roughness in ultrathin (30nm) Ag films could significantly affect the performance of 
plasmonic SCFs and lead to measurement errors and non-uniform colors. However, improved 
SCF structures can be realized by introducing an intermediate (1nm) Ge wetting layer before 
depositing Ag on the glass substrate [38], permitting ultrasmooth 30nm-thick Ag films with 
smaller grain sizes for improved color filtering performance.   
            In summary, by exploiting ELT theory, we have proposed and demonstrated plasmonic 
SCFs associated with fundamentally different color filtering mechanisms than previous state-of-
art plasmonic ACFs. The simple design, with wide color tunability, ease of fabrication and 
device integration and also great reliability, combines advances of SCFs and plasmonic 
nanostructures to overcome the key challenges in current colorant and plasmonic color filters. 
Unusually high transmission efficiency of 60~70% has been achieved and can still be enhanced 
in the future. In addition, the proposed plasmonic SCFs were capable of generating even smaller 
pixel sizes than the smallest pixels achieved today in commercial image sensors. Also, their 
unique polarization-dependent features allow the same structures to function either as color 
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filters or highly-transparent windows under different polarizations, opening an avenue towards 
high-definition transparent displays. While only one-dimensional nanograting structures have 
been demonstrated, this design principle can be extended to two dimensional structures to 
achieve polarization-independent subtractive color filtering. The design can also be easily 
applied to other spectrum regimes for different applications.  
Methods 
Analytical solution of SRSPP dispersions in the ultrathin Ag film patterned with subwavelength periodic 
structures. For TM-polarized incident light, the two single-interface SP modes at the top and bottom interfaces of 
ultrathin (30nm) Ag nanogratings would interact with each other and lead to coupled SP modes, the long-range and 
short-range surface plasmon polariton (LRSPPs and SRSPPs) modes.The dispersions for LRSPPs and SRSPPs 
modes can be described by the following equation [17]: 
                                         0)())(tanh( 1231231
22
2212 =+++ kkkkkktk ddmmdd εεεεεε                                                 (1) 
Here 201
22
1 kkk dspp ε−= ,
2
0
22
2 kkk mspp ε−= ,
2
02
22
3 kkk dspp ε−= , ck /0 ω= and t is the thickness of the metal film. 1dε  
and 2dε  are dielectric constants of air and glass, and mε  represent dielectric constants of ultrathin (30nm) Ag films. 
For the ultrathin Ag film with an asymmetric geometry ( 1dε < 2dε ), Eq. (1) yields strongly damped SRSPP modes 
with antisymmetric Ez field patterns at the air/Ag and glass/Ag interfaces. The momentum mismatch between SP 
modes and free space light can be bridged by the reciprocal vectors of periodic nanostructures mGkG =  ( PG /2π=
, P is the period, m is an integer): 
                                                                     mGkkspp += θsin0                                                                              (2) 
where θ  is the incident angle. For the normal incidence ( 00=θ ), the dispersions of SRSPP modes are obtained by 
substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), as white solid and dash-dotted curves in Figure 3 (a) and (b) shows, representing 
analytical dispersion relations for the lowest and higher orders SRSPP modes, respectively. 
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Device fabrication and optical measurement. Ag films of 30nm thickness were deposited by e-beam evaporation 
(Indel system) onto standard microscope slides (Fisherbrand), with a deposition rate of 0.1nms-1. Prior to the 
evaporation, the glass slides were cleaned thoroughly with acetone in an ultrasonic cleaner for 20min, followed by 
extensive DI water rinsing. Focused ion beam (FEI Dual-Beam system 235) milling (30kV, 30pA) was used to 
fabricate the nanogratings on the Ag films. 
           To investigate the optical properties of the fabricated structures, the observation setup and the measurement 
of transmission spectra are based on an Olympus IX81 inverted microscope (Supplementary Figure S2). A 100W 
halogen lamp was used as the white light source. The transmission light was collected by a 40× microscope 
objective with a numerical aperture of 0.6. The microscope field diaphragm and aperture stop were both closed in 
order to have approximately collimated incident light. The collected light was coupled into a multimode fiber bundle 
interfaced with a compact spectrometer (Ocean Optics USB 4000). And all optical images were taken with a digital 
camera (Cannon EOS Rebel T3i).  
Numerical simulations. Simulations of the transmission or absorption spectra were carried out using the three-
dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method of the Lumerical commercial software package 
(Lumerical Solutions Inc.). The wavelength-dispersion permittivity of the ultrathin (30nm-thick) Ag film was 
measured using spectroscopic ellipsometer (J. A. Woolam), and incorporated into FDTD simulations.  
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Figure 1. Plasmonic subtractive color filters formed by patterning nanogratings on ultrathin Ag films. (a) A 
photograph of a 30nm-thick semi-transparent Ag film deposited on a microscope glass slide, showing a Lehigh 
University logo in the background. (b) Schematic diagram of the proposed plasmonic SCFs. The white light is 
incident from the glass side, and the cyan, magenta, purple and yellow beams represent the transmitted colored light 
through nanogratings with different periods patterned on the 30nm-thick Ag film. (c) Measured transmission spectra 
for yellow, magenta and cyan plasmonic SCFs consisting of ultrathin (30nm) nanogratings with periods of 230nm, 
270nm and 350nm, respectively. Right column shows SEM images of the fabricated nanogratings with three 
different periods (230nm, 270nm and 350nm). Scale bars are 1µm. 
 
 
Figure 2. Optical micrographs and spectral analyses of ultrathin plasmonic subtractive color filters with 
varying periods. (a) The full palette of transmitted subtractive colors from yellow to cyan is revealed in above 
10×10µm2 squares under TM-polarized white light, as the period of nanogratings in each square changes from 
220nm to 360nm in 10nm increment. Scale bar is 5µm. (b) Simulated (i) and experimental (ii) transmission spectra 
of nanogratings with periods from 220nm to 360nm. The trend lines (black dashed lines) approximate the movement 
of the transmission dips with varying the periods of nanogratings. (c) Correlation between transmission dips 
observed in the experimental (red square) and simulation (black triangle) data.  
 
 
Figure 3. Theoretical and experimental verification of extraordinary low transmission for plasmonic 
subtractive color filtering. 2D maps of the calculated TM optical transmission (a) and absorption (b) spectra of 
30nm-thick Ag nanogratings as a function of the incident wavelength and grating period. The black solid and dashed 
lines in (a) refer to Rayleigh-Wood anomaly at glass/Ag and air/Ag interfaces, respectively. The white solid curve in 
(a) or (b), and dash-dotted curve in (b) correspond to the analytical dispersion relations for the lowest and higher 
order SRSPP modes, respectively. (c) Measured (i) and simulated (ii) TM transmission spectra through 30nm-thick 
Ag films with or without nanogratings of period P=340nm. The ELT phenomenon occurs in the gray spectral region. 
(d) Instantaneous Ez vector distribution at the air/Ag and glass/Ag interfaces of nanogratings (P=340nm) at the 
SRSPPs resonance wavelength of 610nm.  
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Figure 4. High-resolution and ultra-compact plasmonic subtractive color filters. (a) A SEM image (i) of 
plasmonic SCFs with 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 nanoslits of period P=350nm. (ii) and (iii) show the optical microscopy 
images under TM illumination for the case of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 nanoslits with period of 350nm and 270nm, 
respectively. (b) Optical microscopy images of cyan (top panel, P=350nm) and magenta (bottom panel, P=270nm) 
plasmonic SCFs with 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 nanoslits of different lengths decreasing from 2μm to 0.3μm. (c) Top panel 
shows a SEM image of a plasmonic SCFs mosaic consisting of four different 10×10µm2 color filter squares 
(nanogratings with different periods of P1=220nm, P2=260nm, P3=290nm, and P4=350nm) with zero separation. 
Bottom panel is the corresponding optical microscopy image. All of the scale bars are 5µm.  
Figure 5. Ultrathin plasmonic subtractive color filters for spectral imaging and transparent displaying. (a) A 
SEM image of the fabricated plasmonic subtractive spectroscope with periods gradually changing from 220nm to 
360nm (from left to right, with 1nm increment). The line-width of each nanoslit is fixed at 110nm. Scale bar, 5µm. 
(b) Optical microscopy image of the plasmonic spectroscope illuminated with TM-polarized white light. (c) Optical 
microscopy image of (i) a magenta pattern ‘L’ in a cyan background formed by nanogratings with two different 
periods (P1=270nm, P2=350nm) fabricated on a 30nm-thick Ag film, illuminated with TM-polarized white light. 
Scale bar is 10µm. (ii) Imaging the background object through the same structure, under TE illumination.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 





